Canary Mission Special Investigation

THE FAR-RIGHT NETWORK BEHIND CORONAVIRUS ANTI-SEMITISM

Exposing The Leading Players Responsible For Creating And Spreading Coronavirus Anti-Semitism And Their Plans To Incite Hatred And Violence Against Jews
ABOUT CANARY MISSION:
Canary Mission has been combating hate since 2015, by exposing anti-Semitic individuals and organizations on the far-right, far-left and among anti-Israel activists.

INTRODUCTION
Anti-Semitism is on the rise. The Covid-19 coronavirus pandemic has caused a surge in anti-Jewish hatred. Videos, memes and podcasts spreading coronavirus anti-Semitism echo the same fear-mongering and conspiracy theories perpetuated against Jews throughout the ages.

CORONAVIRUS ANTI-SEMITISM
1. Who is behind this wave of coronavirus anti-Semitism?
2. What is being spread?
3. What is their long-term agenda?

This Special Report exposes the network of individuals and organizations behind this new hatred.

26 White supremacists and far-right conspiracists spreading coronavirus anti-Semitism
6 Online platforms
12 Additional white supremacists
The individuals in this report are responsible for a large proportion of online coronavirus anti-Semitism. It’s not just coronavirus anti-Semitism — the individuals in this report have a long history of inciting hatred and violence against Jews. The Pittsburgh and Poway synagogue shooters echoed the same anti-Semitic hatred online as 18 individuals in this report. The same individuals who are responsible for coronavirus anti-Semitism are also responsible for spreading the conspiracy theory that Jews are the organizing force behind the rioting in response to the murder of George Floyd. (See Appendix 4)

The most prevalent form of coronavirus anti-Semitism is the conspiracy theory that the “Jewish-controlled government” is exploiting the virus to serve Jewish interests — 19 of 26 (73%).

The most prevalent form of general anti-Semitism is the spreading of classic anti-Semitic conspiracy theories - 26 of 26 (100%).

Far-right content has a broad reach. While it is primarily being spread on their own platforms, YouTube continues to be a platform for coronavirus anti-Semitism.
Coronavirus anti-Semitism is classic anti-Semitism repackaged.

During the 14th century Black Death pandemic, stories that Jews caused the plague resulted in tens of thousands of Jews being murdered. Today, Jews are once again being accused of creating and spreading a disease, this time it's the Covid-19 (coronavirus).
HOW IS CORONAVIRUS ANTI-SEMITISM SPREAD?

Coronavirus anti-Semitism is largely being spread online by the far-right individuals and organizations investigated in this report. Without their activities, a significant proportion of coronavirus anti-Semitism would not exist.

Since the events of the 2017 white supremacist rally in Charlottesville, many of the larger social media platforms have been clamping down on far-right individuals. This has caused the far-right to seek alternative channels with less oversight such as Gab, BitChute, Dlive, vk and others. Telegram has risen in usage for the same reason.

Podcasts are the preferred medium by far — shows or interviews streamed live and posted to their platforms. 17 of the 26 individuals (65%) investigated in this report use podcasts to spread their message, with the majority employing this format as their primary medium.

While it has become harder for them to host their podcasts on social media, many have widened their reach through their own websites. 19 of the 26 individuals (73%) investigated in this report run their own platform or are a core contributor to one.

For the full list of the platforms used to spread hatred, refer to ‘Influential Platforms,’ below.
CORONAVIRUS ANTI-SEMITISM

The 26 profiled White Supremacists and far-right conspiracy theorists spread the following forms of coronavirus anti-Semitism:

The "Jewish-Controlled Government" is Exploiting The Virus to Serve Jewish Interests: 73%
Jews Are Taking Advantage of The Virus: 50%
Jews Created And/Or Planned The Coronavirus: 46%
Jews Are Purposely Spreading The Coronavirus: 42%
Using Coronavirus to Harass or Threaten Jews with Violence: 23%

Source: Canary Mission
The "Jewish-Controlled Government" is Exploiting the Virus to Serve Jewish Interests

Tony Hovater
“In the middle of a pandemic the National Guard is being deployed to protect J*ws. Not quarantine. PROTECT. What can I even say? This system exists to serve them and big capital. Big business matters. You absolutely DON’T matter. The guard isn’t even for you. You get nothing.”

Lee Rogers
“In other words, we have to roll out this intrusive surveillance technology on to your smartphones so government lockdowns can be lifted. That’s what they’re really implying. These large Silicon Valley tech companies are nothing more than extensions of this evil ZOG [Zionist Occupation Government] beast system.”

Adam Green
“Rothschild stepped down last year from his Rothschild investment company, as well. Are they trying to get out? Insider trading? ...They didn't wanna be responsible for this big collapse they knew, that was planned. I've heard the term 'Plan-demic.'”

Charles Guiliani
“Jewish tradition states that you’ve got to have a global government, a fully run, tribal... tyrannical totalitarian government... you got to have that in place before mashiach [Messiah] is revealed... Obviously, they're planning on unleashing global government very soon. That's what the COVID-19, guys, more than anything else, is a cover for.”
Mike Mazzone
“how soon b4 holocough raises more revenue than holocaust.”

Jared Howe
The Jews “do spend quite a bit of time hunched over their shekels...they know what it's like to have a hunchback these f**king shekel grabbing leprechauns over here.”

Angelo John Gage
“Israel's supposed #coronavirus vaccine, which is currently in development, probably has a backdoor into your brain, or the side effects include sending money to Israel.”

David Duke
“So they knew that they could, with their help...in the media, create this pandemic, they could spook the stock market, they could then sell the stock market short, right.. They could make trillions of dollars and they could take away the wealth of that middle class.”

Patrick Little
“And the DJIA [Dow Jones Industrial Average] has shot up from 18000 to 24000 in the last three weeks? Jews are using the Federal Reserve Money printer to BRRR stocks!”

how soon b4 holocough raises more revenue than holocaust

You're all falling for the 2nd biggest hoax in history. While in lockdown research the biggest hoax.

11:21 PM · Apr 9, 2020 · Twitter Web App
Andrew Anglin
“This whole ‘Chinese Virus’ thing seems to at least partially be the Jews trying to deflect blame for the spread of this virus... We should be calling this a ‘Jew Virus.’ It’s always the same story with these rats.”

Mike Peinovich
“If you live in the Eastern United States, you would be more advised to avoid Jews than Chinese. It looks like Jews are the Typhoid Moshes of America.”

“Jews were accused of poisoning wells and spreading the black plague by people in the middle ages. My question is what did they see, and why do we so readily dismiss the words of our ancestors?…”

David Duke
“The Zirona Virus Spreads the Coronavirus!”

James Fry
“Once again we see New Yorkers, led by the nose, blaming everything and everyone but themselves rabbis are generating false reports from @newyorkfbi desperately trying to blame & spread Corona far & wide. Dirty culture, dirty people. Why is NY ground 0? Look in the mirror…”

James Allsup
“As we all know, the disease was spread amongst elites at AIPAC [American Israel Public Affairs Committee] and CPAC [Conservative Political Action Conference] and New Rochelle, New York, a Jewish community, is the U.S. epicenter of the disease.”

Rick Wiles
“AIPAC was a super spreader of the virus! They spread it. It looks like they have spread it to Congress”
Jews Created And/Or Planned The Coronavirus

DID YOU KNOW?

…THAT ANTI-ISRAEL ORGANIZATIONS ARE ALSO ACTIVELY SPREADING THE IDEA THAT JEWS ARE SPREADING CORONAVIRUS

Charles Giuliani
“Isn’t it interesting that this [coronavirus pandemic] is happening right at this time, the Passover season. When the plagues were being poured out, and only one particular group was safe from the plagues, and everybody else was in misery.”

Christopher Jon Bjerknes
“They’ve had difficulty doing it supposedly because Jews are such a diverse group of intermixed interracial peoples, but I think they’ve been working on it, and I think they may well have a strong hand in the coronavirus, and if they develop the vaccine that would point to them as being the origin of the virus.”

Mike Peinovich
“I dunno if the rest of America knows what’s going on in NY and now NJ and CT. But this is the Jewflu, not the Wuflu.”

Adam Green
“Zionists Netflix, they came out with a multi-part documentary series called ‘Pandemic’ right immediately before this outbreak occurred. Coincidence?”

“When Zionists blame China it makes me suspicious Israel is behind it.”

David Duke
“I wouldn’t put it past the Mossad… to spread these, this coronavirus to the older leaders of a political party.”

Owen Benjamin
“Corona was a stupid thing, invented by Masons & Jews.”

Far-right comedian, Owen Benjamin, wearing a mask depicting an Orthodox Jew with a skull cap as his “Covid-19 mask” on April 11, 2020.

To learn more check out: CanaryMission.org/blog/post/Modern_Plaque
One of the most prevalent forms of harassment is the practice now known as "Zoombombing." The far-right have taken advantage of lockdown measures, intimidating Jews by infiltrating and disrupting their Zoom meetings.

In March 2020, self-proclaimed white supremacist, Andrew Aurenheimer (aka Weev), disrupted two Zoom meetings. One was hosted by the Greater Boston chapter of the National Conference of Synagogue Youth (NCSY) and the other by a Jewish Community Center (JCC) in California.

According to a report published by the Anti-Defamation League (ADL), screenshots identified Aurenheimer from his swastika chest tattoo. His Zoombombing of the JCC meeting included an anti-Semitic rant.

On April 7, 2020, Ku Klux Klan (KKK) supporter James Fry indicated on Twitter that he was promoting the interruption of a Zoom meeting held by the ADL. His tweet stated, “Join Zoom Meeting The joys of sewing during the Corona Pandemic with Jonathan Greenblatt of the Anti Defamation League #zoomcodes #zoomcode #Zoombackground...”
THE PROGRESSION OF HATRED
IT WAS NEVER JUST CORONAVIRUS

FROM HATE SPEECH TO VIOLENCE

All the individuals mentioned in this report have a long history of anti-Semitism and share a common hatred of Jews. Coronavirus is just the latest opportunity to attack the Jewish community. Bigoted posts, videos, memes and podcasts feed their cultures and subcultures of hate — and this can lead to tragic consequences.

Robert Gregory Bowers

Robert Gregory Bowers, who committed the Pittsburgh Tree of Life synagogue shooting in October 2018, that killed eleven and wounded six, was active on the Gab social media network and frequently reposted material from influential neo-Nazis and white supremacists, including Jared Wyand and Patrick Little.

Wyand is a neo-Nazi whose Gab bio in 2018 stated: “I’m extremely busy with a vendetta against the Jewish people and the terrorist state of Israel.”

Bowers reportedly shared Wyand’s content 15 times over a three-month period in 2018.

John Timothy Earnest

John Timothy Earnest, who committed the April 2019 Poway synagogue shooting that killed one and injured three, was active on 8chan, a messaging website known to harbor neo-Nazi and white supremacist forums.

Prior to the attack, Earnest posted a manifesto to 8chan filled with classic anti-Semitic conspiracy theories that echo many individuals in this report:

“I would die a thousand times over to prevent the doomed fate that the Jews have planned for my race.” The White Genocide conspiracy theory — that whites are being eradicated by Jews and minorities — has been spread by Andrew Auernheimer, Peter Bober, David Bryson, David Duke, Jesse Dunstan, Angelo John Gage, Adam Green, Kyle Hunt, Jared Howe, John Taylor Kent, Mike Mazzone and John Ramondetta.

“To the Jew...The European man will rise up and strike your squalid and parasitic race into the dust.” That Jews are parasites has been spread by Ryan Dawson, Jesse Dunstan, Adam Green, Lee Rogers and Gabriel Sohier Chaput.

“For promoting race mixing...they deserve nothing but hell.” That idea that Jews dilute the white race and cause races to mix has been spread by David Duke, Tony Hovater, John Taylor Kent and Emily Youcis.

“I know the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews and are not, but are the Synagogue of Satan.” The Jews being part of a synagogue of satan has been spread by Rick Wiles.
ANTI-SEMITISM CATEGORIES

The 26 profiled white supremacists and far-right conspiracy theorists engaged in the following forms of anti-Semitism:

The 5 categories below represent a small sample of the far-right’s dangerous online incitement against Jews.

- Spread Classic Anti-Semitic Conspiracy Theories: 100%
- Denied, Minimized and Mocked The Holocaust: 96%
- Dehumanized Jews and Spread Anti-Jewish Stereotypes: 92%
- Expressed The Desire To Murder or Harm Jews, Including The Sterilization of Jews: 53%
- Called For Another Holocaust or Glorified It: 46%

Source: Canary Mission
**Andrew Anglin**

“Forcing out Jews is the first step to fixing any of this, as the Jew is at the root of all the problems. Economics, culture, family, gender relations, war, etc. all have problems related to Jews.”

**Peter Bober**

“NEW WORLD ORDER. Jews are controlling the Federal Reserve, the central banks, Wall Street, politicians, governments, the media, including Hollywood, television, newspapers, and the music industry.”

**David Duke**

“Occupied Congress doing the (Chosen) People’s Business.”

“The bipartisan lesson of today was loud and clear... #ISRAELFIRST.”

“I coined the term ‘Jewish Supremacism’ in 2003... Now it is recognized as a valid... [by] anti-Zionists!!”

**James Fry**

“I’d be remissed not to tell you that Jews control nearly all levers of power in U.S. & violently attack Americans like myself who voice opposition to Israel.”

**Owen Benjamin**

“Not all Jews own the press but all press is owned by the Jews...”

**Shawn McCaffrey**

“No one voted for a handful of jews to have all the power in this country, but here we are.”

**Joseph Jordan**

“The Jews with power are liars and cynics who want to see white people displaced and eventually killed.”

**Ryan Dawson**

“911 was a jointly conducted covert operation by the US and Israel which used proxy forces as useful idiots at the bottom, the same as they did in Iran Contra and Syria.”

**Kyle Hunt**

“jews are only 2% of our population, yet wield incredible power over us. And they carried out 9/11.”

**Tony Hovater**

“The interesting take away is that most of the media, and Hollywood types that really drive at the ‘whites are evil because of slavery’ all happen to be Jewish.”
**CATEGORY 2**
Denying, Minimizing and Mocking the Holocaust

**Patrick Little**
“Auschwitz concentration camp was a country club at which Jews lived in style....They had ice cream, swimming pools, orchestras, plays, they had soccer fields, soccer teams. They even had a whorehouse!...I mean, s**t, I’d like to take a vacation at Auschwitz.”

**Mike Mazzone**
“how 2 fit 6 million jews into volkswagen beetle: put em in the ash tray!"

**Angelo John Gage**
“The issue is, lampshades, shruken heads, soap, tables, bone crusher machines, electric rooms, steam showers of death, roller coasters into furnaces and more fairyttales were proven false, but were at one time, presented literarly as fact [sic].”

**Christopher Jon Bjerknes**
“I’m going to raise the issue that the Holocaust was, in fact, a massive eugenics program. And that the Zionist Jews did not want large numbers of Jews to move to Palestine, they wanted only the best Jews to move to Palestine and to breed what they called a new Jewish race...”

**Charles Giuliani**
“Do you know how many people that is, do you know what a large number 6 million is? You couldn’t have done it in that short amount of time with the short amount of facilities that they have touted. There’s no freakin’ way.”

**Nicholas Fuentes**
“The math doesn’t quite seem to add up there. I don’t think you’d result in 6 million, maybe 200-300,000 cookies...”

**Augustus Sol Invictus**
“Do I believe that 6 million Jews were killed by evil Hitler? Is that what you’re asking?...Okay, then I am still waiting to see those facts.”

**DID YOU KNOW?**

…That American Muslims for Palestine’s National Development Coordinator, Mohamad Habeih, uses white supremacy ‘humor’

On November 18, 2013, Habeih tweeted: "How many jews can you fit in a VW Beetle? 54 2 in the front 2 in the back 50 in the ashtray' DONE"

To learn more check out: CanaryMission.org/individual/Mohamad_Habeih
CATEGORY 3
Dehumanizing Jews and Spreading Anti-Jewish Stereotypes

Shawn McCaffrey
“if you punch a jew coins come out til they explode like those hidden blocks in mario.”

Rick Wiles

Mike Mazonne
“the jews r the vilest people. damn those parasitic foreskin thieves!”

Joseph Jordan
“The Jew is the virus that launches many infections against our national body’s white blood cells – we’re it…”

CATEGORY 4
Expressing the Desire to Murder or Harm Jews

Andrew Anglin
“F**k all of this ideology noise. It's going to be me and my brothers holding the American flag as we stack Jewish corpses.”

Lee Rogers
“It is an undeniable fact that non-Jews across the planet are under constant threat from all these scheming kikes. It is why everything must be done to solve the Jewish problem once and for all.”

Mike Mazzone
“That kike raked in so many sheckels from the holohoax he deserves no respect protest funeral put head on pike…”

Andrew Auernheimer
“It has become impossible not to empathize with the Palestinians. The first phrase I learned in arabic: ‘al-maot lil yahood’ (death to the Jews).”

Patrick Little
“Absolutely. We'll have to form a special relationship with China as well, in order to force extradition of all jews. For jews convicted of treason, legal executions. For all other jews, sterilization.”
Andrew Anglin
“And we should do a new Holocaust because six million just isn’t enough!”

“I think you might be on to something, my Nazi brother - I mean, my fellow American. It’s time to start cutting (((taxes))) and throwing them in incinerators!”

Christopher Cantwell
“I’m not even a Hitlerite but I’m like ok, let’s f**king gas the kikes.”

Mike Mazzone
“Where is Hitler when we need him?”

Jared Howe
“A Jew in the oven is worth two in the FEMA camp.”

John Taylor Kent
“We must repeat what the German people did! Only we must win this time.”

Self-proclaimed “Neo Nazi White Supremacist” and founder of the Neo Nazi website, the Daily Stormer, Andrew Anglin, calls to “enslave blacks” and to “do a new Holocaust” in a video posted to Bitshute on June 18, 2018.
Principal Influencers

Of the 26 profiled individuals spreading coronavirus anti-Semitism, the following 7 have the widest reach and influence.

1. **ANDREW ANGLIN**

Founder of the neo-Nazi website, the Daily Stormer. He appears as a guest on the podcasts The Daily Shoah, Strike and Mike and Fash The Nation. He also has a significant presence on Gab.

Anglin is a self-proclaimed “Neo Nazi White Supremacist” who has expressed violent hatred toward Jews, women and Black people. He orchestrated telephone campaigns to terrorize Jews and has promoted racism and misogyny, as well as homophobia and Holocaust denial on social media.

Anglin published five articles in the Daily Stormer that propagated coronavirus anti-Semitism.

In one of Anglin’s articles titled, “Jews Should be Held Responsible for Coronavirus,” he wrote “hysteria created around it was spread by the media – and the media is run by Jews.” He continued, “We should be calling this a ‘Jew Virus.’ It’s always the same story with these rats.”

In another article, Anglin wrote, “I’ll tell you this: Adolf Hitler never locked me in my house. Letting Jews out of the camps was the worst decision ever.”
2. **DAVID DUKE**

Duke has been a prominent neo-Nazi activist in the American white nationalist movement since the early 1970s. Duke was appointed Grand Wizard of the Ku Klux Klan in 1975. He is highly active on social media, including on Twitter, Youtube and Bitchute. He also runs the website DavidDuke.com and broadcasts a daily online radio show on the Rense Radio Network.

On March 29, 2020, Duke posted a video on Bitchute, where he said [00:52:40]: "The real threat to America is not the Chinese: it's the Zionists who control our country..."

On April 8, 2020, Duke posted another video on Bitchute where he claimed [00:29:55] that Goldman Sachs "saw this virus running rampant in China and they knew it was gonna travel 'cause in Globalism, which is also a product of the Zionists, who control our government, they knew that it was gonna come."

Read More...

3. **MIKE PEINOVICH**

Founded the far-right media network The Right Stuff in 2012. He co-founded and co-hosts the neo-Nazi podcast The Daily Shoah. In 2016, The Right Stuff reportedly attracted around 100K listeners per week. Peinovich has 11.5K Twitter followers.

Peinovich has spread anti-Semitism and anti-Jewish conspiracy theories. He also spoke at the 2017 "Unite the Right" white nationalist rally in Charlottesville.

On March 16, 2020, Peinovich tweeted: "...Jews really did spread this virus all over America."

On March 29, 2020, he tweeted: "Also, in the US the phony liberal/conservative kosher sandwich debate over the political correctness of 'Chinavirus' is a clear distraction from the fact that Jews are spreading this disease in the US."

Read More...
5. **NICHOLAS FUENTES**

Founded and hosts the “America First” program on the Right Side Broadcasting Network on YouTube. Fuentes ran his own YouTube channel “America First with Nicholas J Fuentes,” until it was terminated in 2019.

Fuentes has spread racism and anti-Semitism and mocked the Holocaust. He attended the 2017 “Unite the Right” white nationalist rally in Charlottesville.

On March 25, 2020, Fuentes posted a video to BitChute that was subsequently shared on YouTube, where he said [01:05:49]: “this Jewish doctor exposed all these other people at the Shabbat dinner and then the goyim are asking themselves: what’s a Shabbat dinner? Why are all the elites there? Why are all the big-name people at that dinner and what were they doing?”

Read More...

4. **ADAM GREEN**

Founded and runs the Know More News website. His YouTube channel, which is a hub for conspiracy theories and hate speech, has over 127K subscribers and a total of 15,624,565 views. Green has 16.8K Twitter followers.

Green has spread anti-Semitism, promoted anti-Jewish conspiracy theories, spread hatred of Israel and is a supporter of the Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions (BDS) movement.

On March 5, 2020, during a Know More News Youtube podcast, Green said [00:22:12]: “Super-Zionist Netflix, they came out with a multi-part documentary series called ‘Pandemic’ right immediately before this outbreak occurred. Coincidence?”

Read More...
6. **RICK WILES**

Far-right Christian pastor, he founded the TruNews website and is the host of its podcast. The website disseminates anti-Semitic, homophobic, anti-Muslim and racist conspiracy theories.

As of May 2020, Wiles’s LinkedIn page said he was the “President & CEO” at Flowing Streams Church in Vero Beach, Florida, from “Sep 1999 — Present.”

On March 26, 2020, Wiles said [00:04:13] in a video shared on Youtube: “Watch what happens, it’s going to spread across America from AIPAC [American Israel Public Affairs Committee], well it’s spreading in Israel through the synagogues.”

Wiles added: [00:04:42]: “God is spreading it in your synagogues, you’re under judgment because you opposed His son, the Lord Jesus Christ. That is why you have a plague in your synagogues!”

Read More...

7. **KYLE HUNT**

Founded the white nationalist platform Renegade, dedicated to propagating conspiracy theories, racism and anti-Semitism. The site broadcasts a podcast with various hosts.

Hunt has called himself a “National Socialist.” He has spread anti-Semitism online and joined the anti-Israel groups IfNotNow and Al-Awda in protesting against the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC), in 2017. He organized “the controversial 2014 White Man March” and is a supporter [00:22:18] of the Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions (BDS) movement.

On April 16, 2020, Hunt hosted a podcast in which he promoted [00:04:49] an article that claimed government lockdowns were part of an Israeli-waged [00:04:55] “Operation Covid-19” that sought the “takedown of the U.S. economy and population reduction of this and other nations.”

Hunt said [00:28:23] “There are no free countries anymore. It's all under the Jew World Order.”

Read More...
Influential Platforms

The principal influencers above run the following platforms.

1. **THE RIGHT STUFF**

The Right Stuff blog hosts a network of far-right podcasts. The nearly two dozen shows cover Nazi ideology, white nationalism, anti-Semitism, racism, homophobia and Holocaust revisionism.

Podcasts include The Daily Shoah and Strike & Mike. The name “The Daily Shoah” is a parody of the late-night talk show, The Daily Show. Shoah is the Hebrew term for the Holocaust.

In August 2016, *founder Mike Peinovich* claimed that The Right Stuff’s various podcasts attracted more than 100K listeners a week.

5 of the 26 profiled white supremacists who spread coronavirus anti-Semitism have been hosts or guests on one of the podcasts featured on The Right Stuff.

Read More...
THE RIGHT STUFF CONTINUED...

HOSTS & CO-HOSTS:

- **Mike Peinovich** founded *The Right Stuff* in 2012 and launched *The Daily Shoah* podcast with fellow white supremacist **Jesse Dunstan** in 2014.
- **Alex McNabb** is a co-host of *The Daily Shoah*.
- **Joseph Jordan** [Eric Striker] was a co-host of the *Strike and Mike* podcast and host of *The People's Square* podcast in 2019.
- **John Ramondetta** [Johnny Monoxide] is the host of *The Paranormies Present* podcast.

GUESTS

- **Emily Youcis** was a featured guest on *The Daily Shoah* in 2017 and on *Strike and Mike* in 2018.
- **Sacco Vandal** was a panelist on *The Daily Shoah* in 2017.
- **Andrew Anglin** has featured as a guest on multiple podcasts since 2015, including *The Daily Shoah* and *Strike and Mike*.
- **Christopher Cantwell** featured as a guest on *The Daily Shoah* and *Mike and the Mad Wop* podcast from 2015 until 2018.
The Daily Stormer is a neo-Nazi, white supremacist website that publishes far-right political commentary while promoting anti-Semitic conspiracy theories, Holocaust denial, racism, misogyny and homophobia.

The Daily Stormer, named after the Nazi tabloid “Der Stürmer,” was founded by Andrew Anglin in 2013.

Since 2014, the Daily Stormer has orchestrated multiple online harassment campaigns targeting Jews with anti-Semitic hate messages and memes.

The website has reportedly inspired hate crimes and acts of domestic terrorism against Jews and black people in the United States.

The Daily Stormer also engages in outreach aiming to recruit and radicalize new, young supporters through Stormer Book Clubs, which promote anti-Semitic, white supremacist and racist literature.

Read More...

CORE MEMBERS AND WRITERS

- Andrew Anglin is the founder and Editor.
- Andrew Auernheimer has been the Chief Technical Officer since 2016.
- Lee Rogers has been a writer since 2014.
- Benjamin Garland has been a writer since 2013.
- Gabriel Sohier Chaput (Zeiger) designed banners and wrote articles in 2016 and 2017.

CONTRIBUTORS AND GUESTS

- Joseph Jordan (Eric Striker) was a writer until 2018.
- Mike Peinovich regularly featured from 2013 until 2019.
- Sacco Vandal featured on the website in 2016 and 2017.
- Tony Hovater co-hosted the Traditionalist Youth Hour podcast in 2015.
3. **KNOW MORE NEWS**

Adam Green runs the Know More News website where he describes himself as an “Independent journalist, documentary filmmaker, geopolitical analyst, media commentator. Truth advocate, Pro-justice, pro-humanity, pro-peace.”

Green’s outward appearance as a journalist has afforded him a presence on mainstream social media platforms. As of May 2020, the Know More News YouTube channel, which is a hub for conspiracy theories and hate speech has over 127K subscribers with a total of 15,624,565 views. He additionally had 16.9K Twitter followers, 15.8K Bitchute subscribers, and 1.8K Instagram followers.

Read More...

4. **DAVIDDUKE.COM**

DavidDuke.com is the official website of neo-Nazi and former KKK Grand Wizard, David Duke. The website has enabled Duke to communicate directly with his followers without going through what he calls the “Zio media.”

Duke uses the website to broadcast a daily one-hour internet radio show. He also provides a platform for other neo-Nazis and white supremacists to promote anti-Semitic conspiracy theories, blame Jews for communism and accuse Jews of Holocaust exploitation.

Read More...

**David Duke**

Former KKK Leader

“The real threat to America is not the Chinese. It’s the Zionists who control our country...”
5. **TRUNEWS**

**Rick Wiles** founded the *TruNews* website in 1998 and is the host of its podcast. The site disseminates anti-Semitic, homophobic, anti-Muslim hatred, racism and conspiracy theories.

As of May 2020, TruNews had over 126K Facebook followers and 64K Twitter followers.

Read More...

---

6. **RENEGADE**

**Kyle Hunt** founded *Renegade*, a media platform that includes the Renegade Broadcasting podcast and the Renegade Tribune.

Renegade propagates white nationalism, racism and anti-Semitic conspiracy theories.

As of May 2020, **Charles Giuliani** featured as a host and **Matthew North** was a contributor.

Read More...
CONCLUSION

Anti-Semitism was already on the rise. However, the coronavirus pandemic has proven to be a perfect opportunity for white supremacists, far-right conspiracists and their networks. They have exploited a global tragedy in order to incite hatred against Jews.

Some of their ideas have broken out of the far-right bubble and been echoed by the far-left, anti-Israel activists and conspiracists.

One of the important lessons of the Pittsburgh and Poway tragedies is that online hatred can have deadly consequences. Fortunately, we are not passive bystanders. By shining a light on this hatred, we can begin to combat it.

ACTIONS TO COMBAT CORONAVIRUS ANTI-SEMITISM

SHARE This Investigative Report
SIGN UP For Canary Mission Updates
CONTACT US when you see incidents of anti-Semitic hatred
### APPENDIX 1

**THE 26 PROFILED FAR-RIGHT ACTIVISTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Andrew Anglin</th>
<th>Adam Green</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(See above)</td>
<td>(See above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Duke</td>
<td>Rick Wiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(See above)</td>
<td>(See above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Peinovich</td>
<td>Kyle Hunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(See above)</td>
<td>(See above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Fuentes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(See above)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Andrew Auernheimer** has called to exterminate Jews, promoted the mass murder of non-whites and expressed a violent hatred of minorities and women. He has also praised terrorists as heroes and has orchestrated multiple online anti-Semitic harassment campaigns.

Under the pseudonym, “Joseph Evers,” Auernheimer was listed in 2010 as the owner and creator of a racist website, *Encyclopedia Dramatica*. In 2016, his LinkedIn page said he was the CTO [Chief Technical Officer] at the Neo-Nazi website, the Daily Stormer. Read More...

**Lee Rogers** has called for Jews to be put into camps, promoted the expulsion of Jews and mocked rape. Rogers ran the website *Infostormer Forum* and is a writer for the Daily Stormer. Read More...

**Jared Howe** has spread anti-Semitic conspiracy theories and promoted hatred of Jews on social media. He has also spread bigotry against immigrants and minorities. Read More...

**Christopher Cantwell** has promoted violence and led anti-Jewish chants during the 2017 white supremacist rally in Charlottesville. He also photoshopped memes of himself posing at lynchings of black people and at scenes from the Holocaust. Read More...
Mike Mazzone has promoted hatred of Jews, expressed support for Hitler, mocked the Holocaust and spread racism online. Read More...

James Fry is a supporter of the Ku Klux Klan, has promoted anti-Semitic conspiracy theories and is a supporter of the BDS movement. Read More...

Charles Giuliani has spread anti-Semitism and Holocaust revisionism online. As of May 2020, Giuliani was a host on Renegade Broadcasting and the host of the Truth Hertz podcast, on Oracle Broadcasting. Read More...

Christopher Jon Bjerknes is the author of several anti-Semitic books, including “The Jewish Genocide of Armenian Christians,” as well as “Warnings to the Jews! Premonitions of the Holocaust.” As of May 2020, Jon Bjerknes ran a blog called “Jewish Racism.” Read More...

Ryan Dawson has spread anti-Semitism, anti-Israel conspiracy theories, promoted Holocaust revisionism and defended neo-Nazi Patrick Little. Dawson was a speaker at a March 2017 anti-AIPAC rally, organized by Al-Awda, and is a supporter of the BDS movement. Read More...

Angelo John Gage has spread hatred of Jews, engaged in Holocaust revisionism, demonized Zionists, spread hatred of Israel and promoted white nationalism. Gage has defended anti-Israel politician Ilhan Omar and is a supporter of the BDS movement. Read More...

Owen Benjamin has spread anti-Semitism, anti-Jewish conspiracy theories and racism online. Read More...
Augustus Sol Invictus has denied the Holocaust and promoted hatred of Israel during his candidacy for the U.S. Senate. He has called for the fall of the American government as well as a violent American civil war. Invictus was a headline speaker at the 2017 “Unite the Right” white nationalist rally in Charlottesville.
Read more...

Joseph Jordan has spread anti-Semitism, racism, homophobia and Holocaust denial online. He has praised anti-Israel politician Ilhan Omar, promoted white nationalism and participated in the 2017 “Unite the Right” white nationalist rally in Charlottesville.
Read more...

Patrick Little has spread anti-Semitism, praised Hitler, pledged to support the terror group Hezbollah and expressed approval of Palestinian suicide bombers. He campaigned for the United States Senate in 2018, running on a neo-Nazi, anti-Jewish platform.
Read more...

Tony Hovater was identified engaging in violence during the 2017 “Unite the Right” white nationalist rally, in Charlottesville. He has defended Hitler and spread anti-Semitism online.
Read more...

Shawn McCaffrey has spread anti-Semitism and bigotry on social media. In 2016, McCaffrey was affiliated with the white nationalist campus organization Identity Evropa (IE), which rebranded itself as the American Identity Movement (AIM) in March 2019.
Read more...

James Allsup has spread anti-Semitism. He has also spread hatred of Israel and promoted anti-Israel conspiracy theories online. Allsup attended the 2017 “Unite the Right” white nationalist rally, in Charlottesville.
Read more...
**Peter Bober** has denied the Holocaust, spread anti-Semitism and anti-Israel conspiracy theories on Facebook and promoted hatred of Israel.
Read More...

**John Taylor Kent** is a “Retired Psychologist” and “Consultant” who has expressed a violent hatred of Jews. He has promoted anti-Jewish and anti-Israel conspiracy theories, denied the Holocaust, demonized Judaism and spread hatred of Israel.
Read more...
APPENDIX 2

12 AFFILIATED FAR-RIGHT ACTIVISTS

From identifying the 26 leading white supremacists responsible for coronavirus anti-Semitism, we found 12 other equally extreme white supremacists.

10 of the 12 have contributed to the featured platforms, either as podcast guests, co-hosts or by authoring articles.

**Jared Wyand** has called for the “hanging” of Jews, as well as the removal of all Jews from Western countries. He has praised Hitler and the Nazis, denied the Holocaust and promoted violence. He has also spread racism, hatred of Israel, anti-Semitism, anti-Semitic conspiracy theories and demonized Judaism.

Social media posts by Wyand were reportedly reposted by Gregory Bowers, who attacked the Tree of Life Synagogue in Pittsburgh in October 2018.

He stated in 2018, “Every single Jew on American/European soil has to be removed. Every last one. The source of our everyday political battle is Jews using whoever they can and whatever tactics necessary to overthrow our countries and cultures. I’m tired of this s**t and I want them gone.” Read More...

**Emily Youcis** was a guest on The Right Stuff podcast, The Daily Shoah and featured as a special guest on the radio show, Strike and Mike.

Youcis has promoted violence against minorities, spread anti-Semitism, Holocaust revisionism, anti-Black racism, anti-Latino bigotry, anti-Asian racism and misogyny. She stated in 2018, “Hang all N**gers, Kikes and Faggots.” Read more...

**John Ramondetta** has featured as a guest on The Right Stuff podcast, The Daily Shoah and has been a host of The Paranormies Present since 2016. He has spread anti-Semitism, as well as racism and promoted conspiracy theories.

He was a scheduled speaker at the 2017 “Unite the Right” white nationalist rally in Charlottesville, under the alias “Johnny Monoxide.” He stated in 2017, “Now come on, beating up the wrong negro...is that even a possibility?” Read more...
Benjamin Garland wrote articles for the neo-Nazi website, the Daily Stormer, from 2013 until 2018.

Garland has called to remove Jews from society, praised Hitler and both mocked and denied the Holocaust. He has spread anti-Semitism, racism and homophobia. He stated in 2017 “I don't care if he literally did turn Jews into lampshades, soap, and human-hair mattresses – and nor should any other self-respecting White man.”

Read more...

Richard Spencer is a white nationalist leader, who headlined the August 2017 “Unite the Right” rally, in Charlottesville.

He has promoted hatred while speaking on university campuses, used Nazi references to appeal to his supporters and spread anti-Semitism.

In 2020, Spencer was the “American Editor” of the website Altright.com. Spencer was also President and Creative Director of the white nationalist think tank, the National Policy Institute (NPI) and the founder of radixjournal.com, published by NPI. He stated in 2019, “Little f**king kikes. They get ruled by people like me. Little f**king octoroons ... I f**king ... my ancestors f**king enslaved those little pieces of f**king s**t.”

Read more...

Gabriel Sohier-Chaput, in 2017, designed banners and wrote articles for the neo-Nazi website, the Daily Stormer.

Sohier-Chaput has promoted anti-Semitism, anti-Muslim hatred, homophobia and misogyny.

Sohier-Chaput attended the 2017 “Unite the Right” white nationalist rally in Charlottesville. He stated in 2017, “We’re being chained to the earth by Jew parasites, who redirect all our energies on caring for third-world primitives. Once we rid ourselves of this burden, there’s nothing we can’t accomplish.”

Read more...

Alex McNabb was a co-host of the white supremacist podcast, The Daily Shoah, as of December 2019.

McNabb has spread racism and attended the 2017 “Unite the Right” white nationalist rally in Charlottesville.

Read more...
**Jesse Dunstan**, in 2014, reportedly launched *The Daily Shoah* podcast with Mike Peinovich.

He has promoted harassment, spread racism and produced multiple anti-Semitic parody songs.

Read more...

**Sacco Vandal** has contributed to and featured on the Daily Stormer (2016 and 2017). In August 2017, Vandal listed the Daily Stormer and *The Right Stuff* as “Our Friends” on his website's homepage.

Vandal has promoted violence and rape and coined an online meme that advocated for “White Sharia,” which calls for women to be put into harems and stripped of their rights. He stated in 2017, “*My heroes are Hitler, Stalin, Lenin, Mussolini, and Mao You may call me crazy.*”

Read more...

**Matthew North** is a contributor to Renegade Broadcasting and has a Youtube channel with over 30K subscribers. He has spread anti-Semitism and anti-Jewish conspiracy theories on social media. He stated in 2019, “*It's all Jewish NGOs and then of course, the Rothschilds.*”

Read more...

**David Bryson** stated in 2018 that he was involved in “activism” for the Daily Stormer.

Bryson has called to exterminate and deport Jews. He has mocked the Holocaust and promoted anti-Semitism, homophobia and racism. He stated in 2018, “*Jews want to take our guns and exterminate us. We should do to them what they intend to do to us!*”

Read more...

**Eva Anna Pen** has praised Hitler, denied the Holocaust, expressed anti-Semitism and spread anti-black racism. She also demonized Israel and promoted hatred of immigrants. She stated in 2019, “*The answer [SIC] is simple. We need Hitler.*”

Read more...
APPENDIX 3

RACISM, MISOGYNY AND HOMOPHOBIA

The individuals profiled in this report have spread a multitude of online bigotry. Below is a small sample.

1. RACISM

Christopher Cantwell
“Kill all commies, kikes and n**gers...”

“The only thing n**gers are good for is killing other niggers #AmIRightppl?”

Andrew Anglin
“My political beliefs are: We should enslave the blacks, again!”

“27 other acts I will rapidly perform as President of the United States.” The list included: “3) Legalize the lynching of nasty ni**ers” and “9) Legalize domestic violence (against women only),” as well as to “11) Insert electric shock devices into the brains of black people.”

Lee Rogers
“Unlike your average n**ger, Koko read books and engaged in a wide variety of intellectual pursuits... She proved to the world that gorillas are more intelligent than the average n**ger.”

Nicholas Fuentes
“You know what our problem is? The fertility rates. We need to be making more beautiful white Christian babies. You know what the problem is? All the Muslims coming into Europe.”

Andrew Auernheimer
“Most of them [black people] are well behaved because they know what happens to a n**ger if they get outta line. It shows you how little it takes to get the n**ger under control. Like you just f**king beat the living s**t out of him.”

Emily Youcis
“If I poop a turd out in Somalia does that mean it legally becomes a citizen?”

“Someone really needs to do something about the unending spam of gay buttsex that has been posted under all of my #N**gerGenocide posts...I just want to post dead n**gers in peace.”

Gabriel Sohier-Chaput
“All Indians are on the autism spectrum. Don’t hire them. Don’t bring them on your team. Just remember this when you hear some Jew telling you that bringing in these dot-heads is essential to the economy.”

Benjamin Garland
“Indians literally do s**t in the street, on a grand scale...and then in many cases wade around in it.”

“We don’t want to have to learn to speak or read Spanish, or deal with the smell of inferior Mexican taco-vendors, rapists and drug-dealers...”
2. MISOGYNY

**Sacco Vandal**

Vandal coined an online meme that advocated for “White Sharia,” which calls for women to be put into harems and stripped of their rights.

“White Sharia is a blueprint for salvation. We don’t have to adopt it, but if we don’t, we will most likely perish…”

**Andrew Auernheimer**

“Every fat skank is a girl that could have been beautiful if only a single man in her life had cared enough to lock her gluttonous a** in a cage without food.”

**Lee Rogers**

“Clearly, anti-rape laws have been a disaster for this country. It has been particularly tough on independent womyn who desire to be raped but have no access to a healthy supply of male rapists.”

“Heather Heyer was a morbidly obese land whale of a slut who died following a minor car accident in Charlottesville…”

**Andrew Anglin**

“Military wives are whores. And we should be locking these women in cages. And when they get out of line, they should have their throats slit and just be burned. F**k burying them. We have had our masculinity stolen from us. We are domesticated.”

**Tony Hovater**

“Women are the n**g*rs of the sexes.”

Emily Youcis

“I know what will get these ungrateful c**ts their sexual desire for their husbands back: 1) If she cheats, beat the bloody s**t out of her until her face is caved in so no man will want her…”

3. HOMOPHOBIA

**Gabriel Sohier-Chaput**

“Homos are promiscuous hedonists who engage in the most perverse practices on a regular basis. As a result, their immune systems are overloaded and they’re wracked with diseases.”

**Andrew Anglin**

“f**k off faggot, your kind belong on the pyre.”

**Lee Rogers**

“I can fully understand why these people desire to rid homosexuality from their society. Homosexuality is a disgusting mental disorder and should at the very least be condemned by societies. Let’s be honest, what is there to celebrate about anal sex?”

**Shawn McCaffrey**

“all gays are pedophiles.”

**Benjamin Garland**

“The bottom line is: fags are disgusting. Everything negative that anybody has said about them is true, probably tenfold.”
APPENDIX 4
RESPONSE TO GEORGE FLOYD MURDER

In the wake of the murder of George Floyd by Minnesota police officer, Derek Chauvin, the far-right have blamed the Jews and engaged in anti-black racism.

Here are just some of the examples.

Andrew Anglin
On May 30, 2020 Anglin published an article in the Daily Stormer titled: “HOAX 2020: The Blacks Have Been Unleashed, This is Part of the Hoax.” In the article, he suggested that Jews are orchestrated the riots and he spread anti-black racism.

“The reason they are doing this is not because a cop killed a black guy. That happens regularly, because blacks are criminals and very often involved with police. So they get killed by police...

Across America, mobs of blacks roamed the streets, going entirely ape...

This is what the cops did yesterday, in every city: they went to the protests in the daytime and provoked the blacks. They beat them back, they sprayed gas and rubber bullets. Then when night fell, they all fled and let the blacks go ape...

...this is what the Jews want to do: they want to implant everyone with computer chips and run a world government out of Jerusalem where they do satanic sacrifices at their temple they're going to build.”

David Duke
On May 30, 2020, Duke tweeted, “George Floyd ‘Dindu Nutin.’ He never did nutin, except maybe armed home invasion and robbery. A perfect martyr for ‘human rights and justice.’ The purveyors of real mass of murder and mayhem call to us for ‘Justice.’ These are Not Good people folks!”
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On May 30, 2020, Anglin published an article in the Daily Stormer titled: “HOAX 2020: The Blacks Have Been Unleashed, This is Part of the Hoax.” In the article, he suggested that Jews are orchestrating the riots and he spread anti-black racism. “The reason they are doing this is not because a cop killed a black guy. That happens regularly, because blacks are criminals and very often involved with police. So they get killed by police…

Across America, mobs of blacks roamed the streets, going entirely ape… This is what the cops did yesterday, in every city: they went to the protests in the daytime and provoked the blacks. They beat them back, they sprayed gas and rubber bullets. Then when night fell, they all fled and let the blacks go ape…

...this is what the Jews want to do: they want to implant everyone with computer chips and run a world government out of Jerusalem where they do satanic sacrifices at their temple they’re going to build.”

David Duke

On May 30, 2020, Duke tweeted, “George Floyd ‘Dindu Nutin.’ He never did nutin, except maybe armed home invasion and robbery. A perfect martyr for ‘human rights and justice.’ The purveyors of real mass of murder and mayhem call to us for ‘Justice.’ These are Not Good people folks!”

Kyle Hunt

On May 27, 2020, Hunt published an article in the Renegade Tribune where he claimed that Jews started a race war so that the people do not rally against the Jewish-run government of America. He wrote, “A great way to prove that Black people are innocent angels who never did anything wrong is loot local businesses...The people who are stoking this race war know what they are doing, shifting anger toward Whitey and away from ZOG [Zionist Occupied Government].”

Lee Rogers

Rogers accused Jews of funding the protests that followed the murder and attacked former-National Security Advisor to President Obama, Susan Rice.

“No Susan, the riots are funded by wealthy Jews like George Soros and are being carried out by anti-fascist terrorist groups who are agitating blacks to go ape.”... “I do know one thing that is most definitely not a conspiracy theory, and that's the fact that Susan Rice is an uppity, stupid a** n**ger. That is a fact and not a conspiracy theory. F**k you Susan you ugly poop-skinned piece of s**t.”

Rogers also suggested that both Jews and African Americans move to Israel, stating “Just f**k off to Israel and enjoy your Jewish supremacist state. You can take your beloved colored pets with you too.”

Ryan Dawson

On June 1, 2020, Dawson tweeted, “I’d rather have a million abusive cops than communist and jungle animals or do I repeat myself. I will never stand up for BLM again. You can all rot in Hell.”

Jared Howe

On May 28, 2020, Howe published a podcast to his blog and said [00:39:05] “And then instead of just having riots in Minneapolis, you’re going to have blacks riding all over the country, which is the real meaning of the Boogaloo, by the way is, you know, blacks chimping out.”